CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)  
Tract: Lemar  
Signatory:  
No. 4  
Surr. R. W. M.  
County: Tillamook  
State: OR  
Date: 3-5-76  

OBSERVATIONS:  

1. 

TILLAMOOK COUNTY SURVEYOR 1953 SET SPRUCE
26" HEM., N. 45° E., 8 1/2 FT.
8" HEM., SOUTH, 54" FT.

DEScribe BEARING TREES OR OTHER OFFICIAL ACCESSORIES FOUND
POST GONE.
FOUND 26" HEM., N. 45° E., 8 1/2 FT. UPROoted. FOUND A SCRIBE
B" ON ROOTED ROOT.
FOUND 14" HEM., SOUTH, 54" FT. WITH A BLAZE HEAD HIGH.
HUSTED F.S. BOUNDARY TIN IS ON WEST SIDE.

DEScribe CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER
THE COUNTY SURVEYOR APPARENTLY FELT THE SOUTH
BT. WAS TOO SMALL TO SCRIBE.
AS THE N.E. BT. IS OUT OF POSITION, I USE THE
DISTANCE SOUTH BT. PLUS 5 FT. AND BEARING TO
THE CORNER POINT OVER

MONUMENT: DESCRIBE NEW MONUMENT SET, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING MONUMENT
SET 8" IRON ROD
SET IRON FENCE POST 1 FT. NORTH.

ACCESSORIES: DESCRIBE NEW BT'S WITNESS OBJECTS ETC. ESTABLISHED, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING EVIDENCE
I MARK 2 BT's:
14" HEM., SOUTH, 54" FT. Scribed " N.E. 5 7 CSBT."
19" HEM., N. 10° W., 2 5 FT. Scribed " N. 1 7 CSBT."
DISTANCES TO SIDE-CENTER. VAR. 2 1°
IRON GATE POST N. 89° W., 7 FT.

REMARKS
Leonard DeWitt, Tillamook County Deputy Surveyor. 3-5-76
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